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COnTenTsinTrODuCTiOn

This collection will provide a  “complete solution”

for your organisation including task managerial,

meeting , executive, reception and breakout

seating and represents exceptional quality,

durability and value for money.

Pledge boasts in being the only office seating

manufacturer in the country that produces the

majority of its components “in-house”.

With continuing marketing and product initiatives

Pledge Office Chairs are set to establish their

presence even more in the seating market over

the coming years.

eDge_Design

The company produces new designs without the

typical restraints of additional component

suppliers and the problems associated in terms

of cost and continuity.

Backed by strength and stability accreditation

across their entire product range, Pledge provide

not only products that are reliable, but also take

in to account the environmental considerations.

At Pledge Office Chairs we are committed to the

ideal of being a “true” seating manufacturer.
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Blue: Aquarius - Knightsbridge / yellow: Yuma - 7011.16

QuinTessenTial

Quintessential is a versatile and distinctive range of seating
for the modern office. 

A posture correct working position is delivered as standard
through a variety of built-in adjustments.

0504



BOnD

With its uniquely distinctive flexible back and body weight

responsive mechanism, Bond is the ideal solution to your

task seating requirements.

red: Monroe - Loren

green: Monroe - Heston

0706



Tas

TAS features a double curvature back and a pronounced

waterfall seat front with depth adjustability taking task

seating to a higher level of ergonomic comfort and

support. 

A matching visitor and meeting chair completes the range.

red: Aquarius - Cherry

yellow: Aquarius - Sunglow / Blue: Aquarius - Smurf

0908



1110

air

Air features a height adjustable back and can be specified

with fixed or height adjustable arms. 

A choice of black mesh or ribbed upholstered backs is

available. The range also includes a visitors cantilever

chair.

Orange: Steelcut 2 - 550



1312

maroon: Blazer - Magdalene

Black: Shelly Leather

ZanTe

Combining style with functionality, Zante offers a choice of

versatile seating designed to enhance the modern working

environment. 

Zante provides a complete solution for any management

or executive application.



1514

TWO

A chair to meet every office need, the traditionally

designed Two provides flexibility, quality and comfort,

whilst not compromising the importance of good

ergonomics.

Blue: Cava - 852

green: Cava - 883 / pink: Cava - 633



rusH

Characterised by smooth, contoured lines and ergonomic

shapely back, Rush is designed for individual seating

comfort and provides an exceptional seated position and

posture support.

Blue: Divina 3 - 791

Orange: Divina 3 - 542

1716



plan

Plan combines contemporary design with practicality. 

Offered with a choice of mesh or ribbed upholstery, Plan is

ideal for use in executive and conference applications.

yellow: Aquarius - Sunglow

Orange: Aquarius - Circus / Black: Aquarius - Pitch

1918



TOpaZ

Topaz offers an exclusive range of task and visitor seating. 

For style,  functionality and high levels of accreditation

Topaz is offered with various arm styles and back sizes.

red: Xtreme - Tokara

Blue: Xtreme - Anguilla

2120



JiB_liTe

Featuring an adjustable mesh back with and without

adjustable 2D arms Jib Lite is fitted with a body weight

responsive mechanism as standard. 

Jib Lite is also available as a meeting chair with swivel and

cantilever options.

2322

red: Lani - 7009.16

green: Lani - 7009.31



Bass 

Bass is a “value with function” mesh back chair. 

Standard with synchro mechanism and seat slide this chair

is also available with different coloured mesh. 

A cantilever chair completes the range.

Blue: Monroe - Olivier

2524



may’B

May’b offers generous sizing for managerial applications. 

Combined with ratchet back height adjustment and an

optional seat slide providing an excellent ergonomic fit.

red: Xtreme - Parasol / green: Xtreme - Campeche

2726



prO_aCTiV

Designed for the modern office, Pro-Activ is the perfect

choice for any working environment. 

This multi-purpose chair is fully upholstered and features

a selection of options to meet individual requirements of

any user.

grey: Monroe - Dean

Blue: Monroe - Burton / pink: Monroe - Loren

2928



ikOn

Clear-cut lines and inspirational shape, Ikon offers style

and enhancement to any guest or visitor environment. 

Whilst inspirational, Ikon is practical and provides comfort

and ergonomics to the user.

Orange: Step - 63012

green: Step - 68119

3130



3332 ViBe

Vibe is a stylish stacking chair on a sled base or four leg

frame with integral linking device.

The chair is available in plastic colour options and offers

upholstered seat pads to suit any corporate style.

White: Xtreme - Adobo



pimliCO

Versatility, comfort and a contemporary design are

standard features of Pimlico. 

Sled, four leg and swivel variations are available with a

choice of modern plastic colours and an upholstered seat

pad option for additional comfort.

grey: Aquarius - Spinoza

3534



mia_leg

Designed with meeting and conference areas in mind, Mia

is the perfect solution for high density seating applications,

while a beam seat option for waiting rooms makes Mia a

truly versatile program.

3736

Orange: Aquarius - Amber 

Blue: Aquarius - Iceberg



arena

Robust and durable, Arena is designed for conference

rooms, meeting areas and general office applications. 

Four leg, cantilever and round or square back variations

are available with an optional writing tablet.

3938

green: Event - 67018

light Blue: Event - 67019 / Dark Blue: Event - 66036



4140

nOVa

Contemporary styling combined with tailored upholstery

techniques produces tub chairs with elegance and choice

to suit individual taste and corporate environments.

Orange: Steelcut 2 - 535

green: Steelcut 2 - 950



pOinT

Point provides exceptional comfort for reception areas,

waiting rooms, break out areas and informal cafeterias.

The Point range is fully modular, bringing maximum

flexibility for interior design seating.

4342

grey: Fame - 61136

Blue: Fame - 66118 / Orange: Fame - 64166



inCa

This fully upholstered tub chair is an ideal addition to any

lobby, office or breakout area. 

Inca has the option of an under seat storage shelf, swing

away writing tablet and is fitted with Tip-And-Move castors

making this a versatile solution to any environment.

purple: Blazer - Banbridge / light grey: Blazer - Silverdale

Blue: Blazer - Plymouth / Dark grey: Blazer - Salford

4544



mia_Beam

Mia Beam is the ideal solution for waiting areas, auditoria,

conference centres, and airport lounges.

Available with a choice of coloured plastics, upholstered

pads and frame finishes this truly is a versatile beam

system.

Blue: Xtreme - Marianna

4746



ikOn_Beam

Ikon Beam offers the same clear-cut lines and inspirational

shape, synonymous with the Ikon range, fitted on a beam

system.

Two, three and four seat combinations are available with

upholstered pads and plastic colour options to suit any

corporate look.

White: Torro - Polar

4948



prOfile

Profile is a range of task seating with an extensive range of

standard features and options. 

This results in a collection of seating for users with specific

Posture Seating requirements.

green: Aquarius - Courgette / red: Aquarius - Aniseed

5150



TASK

A well-proportioned executive range featuring fine

stitching detail, Task incorporates the unique Pelvic Posture

Principle of optimised pelvic support and comfort.

Green: Aquarius - Biscay

5352



eTHOs

A highly specified chair, ethos is designed to provide

superb long term comfort. 

Standard features include inflatable lumbar, independent

seat and back mechanism and integral seat slide.

green: Aquarius - Courgette / red: Aquarius - Aniseed

5554



meTrO

Designed with a strong, confident style, Metro is a

contemporary meeting and conference table. 

Available in a broad range of dimensions and forms,

Metro is a tasteful collection for a variety of office

environments. 

green: Aquarius - Courgette

grey: Aquarius - Aristotle

5756



5958

CiTy

City is an extremely practical, stylishly designed and well

engineered, flip top table system. 

It is principally suitable for multi-purpose facilities and

where training and meeting furniture is required, but

space is at a premium.

red: Aquarius - Vermillion



unify

Unify range of tables offers different heights and table top

sizes on a chrome four-star base. 

The top can be specified in maple, walnut or white to

complement any environment.

White: Valencia BS - Weiss

6160



aVanT

Avant tables offer a range of different heights and table

top sizes on a round chrome table base. 

Tops can be specified in maple, walnut or white to

complement any environment.

White: Xtreme - Adobo

6362




